
Resource 9 - Tiritiri Matangi Resource 10 - Mahurangi West

1) c) 1) b)

2) a) 2) b)

3) The bay was named after the shipwrecked Chinamen. 3) A feathered cloak (full of intricate colours and patterns).

4) c) 4) c)

5) b) 5) b)

6) b) 6) The author is trying to describe the frantic movement in the
water caused by the sharks.

7) Because Tiritiri had not been included in the purchase
documents.

7) The pā had freshly dug kumara pits, palisades and whare
that were still being used..

8) Burn off vegetation, sow grass and raise sheep. 8) Various - check your opinion with classmates or your teacher.
A probable answer is rescuers as they let Wikitoria go
unharmed.

9) In Chinaman’s Bay where the last native bush has survived. 9) He feared Māori were weaker due to losses of young in
battle, due to drinking problems with alcohol and the possibility
that there land may be taken by the pākehā.

10) Various - check your opinion with classmates or your
teacher.

10) She will speak and act wisely..

New Words: Outpost means a remote part of the country. New Words: Renewed means to resume or revive.

Controversial means likely to cause disagreement. Palisades means a fence of wooden stakes.

Approach means to come nearer. Stern means to have a serious, unsmiling manner .

Sow means to plant. Mirth means a sense of amusement.

Marooned means to be left alone, often trapped. ‘Slip of a girl’ means a person that is small, thin and young..

Parts of Speech: Various Parts of Speech: Various

a) Verb - Spoke, Adverb - Loudly, Conjunction - So a) Pronoun - Shel, Verb - slipped, Preposition - over

b) Verb - Flew, Adverb - Swiftly, Conjunction - Because b) Pronoun - They, Verb - laughed, Preposition - under

c) Verb - Cimbed, Adverb - Slowly, Conjunction - After c) Pronoun - His, Verb - walking, Preposition - behind


